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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Objective  

Formation of the Horoscorpio business entity, with strong market production for Wellbeing & Social Media 
Networking, and in creation of an international manufacturing product operation.  

Goals  

Realisation of the Phase Clock, a natural time clock articulating the parameter defined phases of alignment  
traditional to astrology. In formulation; an accurate scientific model of Christ Nature, whereby the geometric  
alignments of the earth with the other planets and sun form the fundamental comparison scale of human  

behaviour, and is a essential tool in the measurement of key-quality associations, inherent to time. 

Solution  

Application and utility infrastructure online is planned for the modernisation of astrology into a real-time 
health and wellbeing practice. Offer a free easy to use platform for self-astrology, or planetology, and provide 

cost tools, and added service to the public.  

Project Outline  

The web application should facilitate the dynamic social media market with the provision of coordination  
capacity in planetology as a long-term development. Group activity and advertising packages will 
accommodate this large international market, in considerable original development of the new technology. 

Horoscorpio will create and  
devise primarily;  
• Smart Phone Application  

• Smart Watch Application  
• Manufactured special device units for wrist and wall/desk 
• Online educational facilitation  

• Foster community engagement with social orientation.  
• Establish internet partnerships across media, particularly to further industries: gaming, dating, & health   
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Financial History  
To date Jason Jowett has funded the enterprise and utilised Freelancers for Production Concepting 
and Prototype developments. All applications for business incubation and acceleration have been 

denied.  

Short Term Financial Projection  
The software operation and manufacturings are tiled milestones, and Beta product and fulfilled Alpha 
projection before-taxes are;  

 Software Added Service 
1yr  $  1  0  0  . 0  0  0 
2yr  $  1  , 0  0  0  , 0  0  0 
 3yr  $  2  , 0  0  0  , 0  0  0   
  
Advertising Offering 
1yr $  5  0  , 0  0  0 
2yr $  5  0  0  , 0  0  0       
3yr $  3  , 2  0  0  , 0  0  0   

 Manufacturing Operation 
1yr $  0 
2yr $  - 5  0  , 0  0  0           
3yr $  6  0  0  , 0  0  0         

Marketing Plan Overview  

Horoscorpio will scale in order to setup the business for profit generation. The initial service users 
will have free facilitation with the aspect choreography applications and mediation, and after 
membership growth new users be introduced to the new world of Astrology. Proceeding through 
social media contacts and invitation, appropriate development worldwide is also for channelling 
segmented demographics, and settings facilitations with membership benefits to appropriate tier 
membership, with for example purchases at near $10 a month for Matrix application specification 
services. The three year plan is inclusive of initial successes, and development of all milestones by 
second year. 

Distribution   

Primarily the Australian market is our Focus, and on the Android platform. With Successful Australian 
Beta launch, and membership drive. Horoscorpio can begin plans to branch out, onto iphone and the 
international marketplace. The web facility will be available worldwide from Beta launch, which 
contains full services. For the Smart Watch and Smart Phone, as market fulfilment and pending 
developmental successes; the Manufacturing product of a wall-mounted Orrery unit and Wristwatch 
are likely. The Orrery unit will be produced in China and Distribution within the Australian market, set 
up firstly, additionally pending venture capital at the time.  
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Project Timeline 

Production milestones: 

1) The Horoscorpio Meditation, a preliminary free production established with synchrony to the aspect 

choreography 
2) The Horoscorpio Aspect sequence timer App, with full scheduled and coordinated topological 
choreography 

3) The Horoscorpio Matrix Application establishing the geo-location dependent facility with choreographies 
4) The Group development stage, as social media web service, compatible with the smart phone apps. 
5) Horoscorpio device manufacturing’s of specialised wrist and wall/desk device 

Long Term Financial Projection  

The software operation and manufacturings present a high revenue scenario, and the pre-money valuation 

of Horoscorpio expresses the in-market trend for new tek-enterprises. At several Billion; the software design 

has worldwide market applicability, and as a new and original product line, Horoscorpio can expect to further 

create the competitive environment in just consolidation of market-power. The health and wellbeing 

coordination stage develop should garner adequate membership for the follow-on matrix and social media 

applications, which aren’t cost-worthy without an established user-base. The Manufacturing operation 

likewise isn’t expected until significant Brand awareness is achieved. The second year estimate for milestone 

fulfilment, is optimistic and pending community appropriation of the literal revolutionary product design.  

Promotion  

Social media contacts who backlog will be presented to 'ʹfriends'ʹ then and in News Feed, so joining  
Horoscorpio and becoming member is as easy as permission to Facebook, Twitter, or other social media 

productions, in which one can share information, and a character profile. Ranking is established based on 
backlogs particular to Horoscorpio’s social media production, depended on the full set of astrological 

categorical alignments, and ones adherence to a ultimate archetype. New Users may find their interest is in 
original experimentation too, so the clear position of Horoscorpio and its services for the mainstream 
philosophy, is evident. That's free use of facilities and membership for those of public scope (dependent on 

upload contribution to Archives). The word around social media and fun of the groups will generate self-
developing growth, and exponential growth patterns are realistically expected in a relatively short time span 
hence, fostering international expansion.  

The opportunities for the members of the public will be available primarily in the online website. Here the 
Users have a full set of directories to view in User defined geometric directory scales. Members can likewise 
out of interest in dating, travel, investment, or any number of reasons, control the groups in which they 

participate.  
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Research  

Horoscorpio has a unique opportunity to both salvage existing data from established social network profiles 

(those out of use), and to channel the new created content as tailored, with existing social media 
organisations. The research from the data science operation is specific to emotional and rational quality 
term/definitions and their different uses in cultural context, regional basis and on a globalised time standard. 

The aim of the Horoscorpio online platform can be stated to ensure a proper and adequate translation on 
keywords signifying cultural events. The orientation of the events specific to time and place is neutralised in 
the transcriptive relay. The transcriptive relay which is periodically valued is analysed independently of the 

time scale, and in comparison to alternative scales. How the qualitative data is defined thus by the specific 
local planetary Aspect timeframe, and the global norm is of research interest, and if the quantitative data is 
proved to retain the time event assembly. The time events conceptual relationship is significant thus for finite 

descriptive values, and their comparative definitions to product users is the primary initial Research Program, 
which both undertakes direct translation comparison, also with neutral time (and position) reference 
comparative conferral; both in order to establish trends to the infinite amalgamation of associative value in 

qualitative and quantitative form.  
The Research Programs that can be established are determined in due course, and are successively 
dependant. For comparison of the time events and descriptive terms, into a database of keywords, 

Horoscorpio will work in partnership with ‘leximancer’. The aggregated contents in availability as online direct 
association references is an essential output of this Project, and in production of the saleable service 
provided by live in app-purchase. For participants within the matrix utility, learning specific associative value 

about the current and or near immediate alignments by other individuals is a primary data product offering as 
micro finance support to the company. Thus the active discovery of the meaning of time is the proposed 
feature and trend and appeal for use of Horoscorpios Matrix Application (Christ Nature). The compared and 

deconstructed associative values output by the research team is dependant thus on initial surveillance and 
analysis of existing users social media profile contents. Primary in the Programs introduction is the users 
membership and access to historical data and thus each and every direct input on quality associations 

attribution to their rating and via direct but sub-set database systems, is the essential resource. In quality 
keyword aggregated association in live input the systematic process relies on periodic assessments in 
liaison with the research team, until a time that the automatic systemic compliances established.  

Again from the users point of service, In order that the users have active group membership additional, to 
accurate contents relayed live in qualitative time-scale associations; the rating scales essential also the 

nature of their input against the meta-scale contents, which is required for the Rating-class, and refinement 
of constructively on-topic groups to the meta-scale trend. As an essential output by the Research team for 
the business service provision, Research is the primary conduction in development stage through BETA 

grade service of second year productions, and to a signified systematic compliance and autonomy by third 
year.    
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Long-term Projections 

The Facility has more capability given the social media infrastructure, and plans for attention to Artificial 
Intelligence are appropriated thence. Upon adequate cross-developmental growth between Horoscorpio 

manufacturing units and Applications in social media, a 5-10 year growth cycle is required prior to further 
divulgences. Given the state of existing social media and prevalence of competition and likelihood of other 
associations to time science based social media organisations, the projects conservative. A long-term 

financial projection as expected by producing adequate product loyalties worldwide with coherent 
productions and cross-organised industry facilitations and third-party organisational investment; the 
attainment of venture capital and equity required, for ultimate entry onto the ASX, can be modestly 

determined as a 3-7 year growth cycle.


